A snapshot of the circular speed as a function of the radius in a spinning-homogeneous spherical universe was obtained using a mass-dependent characteristic-acceleration in the Modified Newtonian Dynamics (MOND paradigm as a modified 2 nd law of Newton) with and without considering the impact of the relativistic speed. To consider the impact of the relativistic speed the Extended Newtonian Theory (ENET), previously developed by the author, was used. The corresponding kinetic energy equation for ENET is however reported in this work for the first time. The speed profile shows a non-linear trend with features that has been experimentally noted before. It was shown that the Hubble law (for circular speeds) can be inferred from the results for a distance range close to the experimental results of the Hubble telescope key project. The calculation considering the impact of the relativistic speeds yields a very distinctive tail towards the edge of the universe that has been noted before. It is striking that a spinning universe model yields (without any reference to dark matter or dark energy) observed features of a universe which, based on photometric and spectral line measurements, is currently interpreted as radially expanding at an accelerated rate.
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Introduction
In 1929 Hubble [1] found a linear correlation between galaxies' receding velociHow to cite this paper: Quintero-Leyva, B.
(2018) A Snapshot of a Homogeneous Spinning Universe. Open Access Library Journal, 5: e4895. Open Access Library Journal ties and distance; he emphasized that the linear relation "is a first approximation representing a restricted range in distance". The same year Zwicky [2] published an analysis covering the finding of Hubble and assessed the potential processes behind the spectral shifts representing the apparent velocities of recession of the galaxies. Among the potential explanation for the observations he makes detail remarks on the gravitational drag of light and developed a corresponding model for preliminary calculations. In 1998 Riess et al. [3] found evidences for an interpretation of an accelerating universe based on measurement of photometric and spectral data of 10 type Ia supernovae with redshift between 0.16 and 0.62.
These results are the reason for the frequently mentioned concept of dark energy.
In 1933 Zwick [4] , to explain the observed discrepancy between the velocity dispersion measured in the Coma cluster and the velocity dispersion obtained from the virial theorem (using the luminosity mass), inferred as one possibility the presence of dark matter. In the 1970s the need for dark matter in the outer part of galaxies and well beyond their optical edge was reported [5] and references there in].
A rotating universe could be an alternative to a radially expanding universe.
Ideas in this direction could be dated back to the 1940's [6] Note that it is widely believed (as stated frequently in the scientific literature) that the receding velocities of the galaxies are the result of an expanding space and the existence of a vacuum energy and that as mentioned before the discrepancy between measured velocities and the calculated ones based on Newtonian theory is due to the presence of dark matter. These interpretations are not assumed in the present work.
In this work a snapshot of the circular speed as a function of the radius in a spinning-homogeneous spherical universe was obtained using a mass dependent-characteristic acceleration in the MOND paradigm (applied on the 2 nd law of Newton) with and without considering the impact of the relativistic speed.
The impact of the relativistic speed was considered using the Extended Newtonian Theory previously developed by the author. The corresponding kinetic energy equation for that theory is presented here.
The rest of this work is structured as follows: Section 2 makes an introduction to the concept of critical density from energy and force point of view. In section 3 a mass dependent-characteristic acceleration equation is fitted to acceleration data obtained from binned experimental data set of galaxies and galaxy clusters.
That correlation is used to determine the circular speed as a function of distance 
On the Concept of Critical Density
The Newtonian energy balance of a self-gravitating universe can approximately be written as Defining a critical density as the one which makes 0 E = (static universe!) implies Note that in order for E (in Equation (1)) to be zero in a radially expanding universe R  cannot be zero so the universe cannot be static therefore contradicting the assumption used to obtain c ρ . However for a rotating universe (where the cosmic structures are moving with elliptical orbits for example) the contradiction disappears.
The baryonic mass density (based on the observed and predicted abundance of light element formed in the early universe) is about 
A Spinning Universe Neglecting the Impact of Relativistic Speeds
A snapshot (circular speed as a function of the radius) of a spinning spherical ( )
In that reference it was hypothesized that the characteristic acceleration of MOND [11] was not a constant and that it is a function of the mass of the system in question (e.g. galaxy, galaxy clusters, super-clusters, universe). It was also reported there that a function of the form
mass in units of the mass of the universe,
fits adequately the values of the acceleration calculated from the binned experimental data published in [12] . That equation however does not go monotonously from 0 k to
however fits adequately the acceleration values and does go monotonously from , , k k  were multiplied by factors of 1.365, 1.5, 220, 2 and 2 respectively (see Figure 1 and Table 1 for details).
Note in Equations (2) and (3 )that M is a function of the radius and it extends from magnitudes corresponding to galaxies to magnitudes comparable to the whole visible universe. For a given mass, the corresponding radius is determined assuming a constant volumetric mass density of the universe so
Even though Equation (2) can be solved exactly in terms of its coefficients, it was solved iteratively (for a better comparison with the results of the next section) isolating the speed in the quartic term. For verification purpose Equation ). Table 2 also) shows the circular speed calculated from Equation The results just discussed shows that the Hubble law can be inferred from the HYB model using only a characteristic acceleration and a proper distance range.
Figure 2 (see

A Spinning Universe Considering the Impact of Relativistic Speeds
It is noted from Figure 2 is called ENET (Extended NEwtonian Theory). Ref. [10] (2017b) applied that correction to the HYB model (Equation (2)) and obtained:
It is emphasized that Equation (4) Table 2 ). From that figure can be seen that from about 8E25 m (~2505 Mpc) the ENET-HYB model (Equation (4)) starts significantly deviating (increasing) with respect to the HYB model, at the top of the tail the speed is about 4.6 the speed yielded by the KEPLER model (the square of the ratio of the speeds is about 21.6).
It is noted that significant non-linear speed-distance law (the tail in Figure 2) for very large distances has been reported before and alternative fundaments for this behavior have also been proposed (see for example Ref. [16] and references therein).
Additional Remarks
It is remarkable that Equation (4), which neither assumes a radially accelerating universe (dark energy) nor dark matter, yields many features of the universe as:
• The Baryonic Tully-Fisher (BTF) law for spiral galaxies (asymptotically flat rotation curve: v c  and Open Access Library Journal statistical constant (from rotation curve fits) or a galaxy-dependent parameter from the galaxy's surface gravity [10] (2017b).
• The BTF for galaxy clusters ( v c  and 2 0 v a r  , a 0 could effectively be determined from Equation (3)).
• 
The direct measurement of the Newtonian velocities and/or acceleration could perhaps be a better figure of merit to assess the predictability of a theory if the measurements' uncertainties are sufficiently small to differentiate between different theories.
Summary and Concluding Remarks.
A snapshot of the circular speed as a function of the radius in a spinning-homogeneous spherical universe was obtained using a variable characteristic acceleration (mass dependent) in the MOND paradigm (applied on the 2 nd law of Newton) with and without considering the impact of the relativistic speed.
To consider the impact of the relativistic speed the Extended Newtonian Theory, previously developed by the author, was used. The corresponding kinetic energy Open Access Library Journal equation for that theory was however reported in this work for the first time.
The speed profile shows a non-linear trend with some features that has been experimentally noted before. It was shown that the Hubble law (in a circular speed context) can be inferred (with fits or Taylor series) from the results for a distance range close to the experimental results of the Hubble telescope key project. The calculation considering the impact of the relativistic speeds yields a very distinctive tail towards the edge of the universe that has also been noted before.
It is remarkable that a spinning universe model yields many observed features of a universe which, based on measurements, is currently interpreted as radially expanding at an accelerated rate.
It could be worthy to measure, as far as possible, the correlation of mass vs.
radius (no assumption of constant mass density) of rotationally linked cosmic structures to see, for example, if the characteristic acceleration can be determined from the corresponding surface gravity.
